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Daniel Defense’s DD5V2
Sets a New Bar in 7.62 DMR
STORY BY SEAN P. EG EN & PHOTOS BY TRAVIS TIPPS

T

here are pleasant surprises
a writer encounters every so
often. I experienced one this
past October when I attended a
Daniel Defense writer’s event held at Altair
Training Solutions in Immokalee, Florida.
I wasn’t surprised by the quality of the
event or how professionally it was run;
and I wasn’t surprised by the vastness of
Altair’s 1,200-acre Everglades property,
which contained several firing ranges of
varying designs and distances, top-notch
classrooms and accommodations, and
a decommissioned state prison on the
grounds for tactical drills.
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What did grab my attention was Daniel
Defense’s 7.62/.308 DMR (designated
marksman rifle), not the 5.56 ARs/M4s for
which this manufacturer is best known. In
particular, it was the new DD5V2—Daniel
Defense’s latest and greatest 7.62 rifle
that is yet to be released. But there it sat,
behind the firing line in all its glory, waiting for me and my fellow writers to get
behind it and launch lead downrange.
And launch we did, but I’m getting
ahead of myself. First, a bit about the
design of this new rifle, which is heavily
(to say the least) based on the design of
its “older” predecessor.
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A NEWER VERSION

BARREL BASICS

“DD5V2? Didn’t Daniel Defense launch the
DD5V1 this past year?”

The DD5V2’s barrel is proprietarily mixed of
chrome-vanadium steel, is free-floating, 18
inches long and cold hammer forged (barrel
fortification for longer service). The actual
CHF process involves special machinery with
four hammers pounding a cylinder of steel
into submission until the crystalline structure
and steel grains are re-formed, the cylinder
conforms to the shape of the mandrel, creating the bore, and the barrel’s precision, 1:11
twist rate. It’s a laborious and mechanically
intensive process, but it results in a superior,
stronger and more accurate barrel.

Yep, it sure did, and it’s a fantastic gun.
It’s so fantastic that the V2 is virtually
identical to the V1, aside from 18-inch
barrel vs. the original 16-incher. The extra
2 inches on the 18-incher, which adds
0.3 pound to the total weight of the gun,
increases its accuracy.
Another variation is the V2’s rifle-length
gas system. In contrast, the V1 has a “midlength” gas system. The gas-system length
increases with the barrel length.
The result? The DD5V2 is a smoother-shooting
rifle with a tad less recoil. The rest of this
rifle is still all DD5.
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Daniel Defense classifies the barrel’s profile as “strength to weight” (S2W), which
means it has a constant taper from the
chamber out to the muzzle. Consequently,
there’s more metal to facilitate cooling and

Top: At the rifle’s
core is a free-floating, 18-inch, cold
hammer forged
barrel, which comes
standard with
the DD Superior
Suppression Device
Extended.

Bottom: A Geissele
SSA 2-Stage Trigger
sits inside an
oversized trigger
guard.

adding strength where it’s most needed.
It performs like a heavy-duty barrel while
only slightly outweighing a standard one.
A Daniel Defense Superior Suppression
Device (precision-machined steel) is
attached on the business end of the barrel.
This hybrid flash hider/muzzle brake is
designed to provide the best of both worlds
by reducing both muzzle rise and flash.
I didn’t fire the rifle after sunset or in
low-light conditions, so I can’t say how
effectively it reduces flash. Any muzzle rise
I experienced while shooting in broad daylight was negligible. It also helped reduce
some of the recoil, which wasn’t bad at all
but obviously made more of an issue when
shooting 7.62 ammo rather than 5.56.
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A STRONG CONNECTION
Without a secure, rigid attachment between
the barrel and the receiver, any kind of consistent accuracy is out of the question. Daniel
Defense ensures the DD5V2 attachment is
rock-solid in two ways.
First, the barrel extension receiver flange
in which it rides has been lengthened to
increase the total contact surface area two
times that of a standard AR-10.
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Above: The 15-inch
handguard offers
plenty of real estate
for accessories.

The S1 Carbine
comes with two
polymer, 20-round
factory magazines;
30-round magazines
are also available
from CZ and retail
for just around $20—
an excellent price
for both the type
and capacity of
this firearm.

Second, Daniel Defense eliminated
the barrel nut to attach the barrel to
receiver. Its substitution, the company's
innovative 4-bolt connection system,
utilizes four high-strength bolts and a
wide, flat bearing surface to securely
clamp in place the free-floating barrel
and Keymod handguard.
That 15-inch handguard offers a whole
lot of real estate for accessories—with
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attachment points at the 3, 6 and 9
o’clock positions—while ventilating heat
from the barrel and comfortably fitting in
your hand. Besides shooting the rifle from
a prone position or sitting at a bench,
I also rattled off a magazine or two, standing both with and without support. I used
a wooden post for support. The handguard
fit neatly in my medium-sized hands.
Because the rail never touches the barrel
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Daniel Defense
DD5V2
CHAMBERING: 7.62 x 51MM/.308 WINCHESTER
BARREL CONSTRUCTION: CHROME–VANADIUM
STEEL, COLD HAMMER FORGED
BARREL PROFILE: STRENGTH TO WEIGHT (S2W)
BARREL LENGTH: 18 INCHES
LENGTH: 353/8–39 INCHES
WEIGHT UNLOADED: 8.6 POUNDS
MUZZLE DEVICE: DD SUPERIOR SUPPRESSION
DEVICE
MUZZLE THREAD: 5/8 x 24 THREADS PER INCH
GAS SYSTEM: RIFLE LENGTH
MAGAZINE: MAGPUL PMAG 20-ROUND
AMMO USED: RUAG SWISS P .308 MATCH
175-GRAIN BTHP
MSRP: $3,044
DANIELDEFENSE.COM

«

“I knew it was
the rifle, not
me or my mad
sniper skills.
It was the
rifle.”
2. The DD5V2 has
a configurable
modular charging
handle.

1. The rifle has an ambidextrous safety selector, ambi
magazine release and bolt
release.

3. The rifle weighs
in at 8.6 pounds
and is chambered
in .308 Winchester.
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have a traditional catch that engages
the upper receiver; it relies instead on a
ball-bearing detent that takes less space.
The handle is considered “modular” and
can be customized for personal preferences.
The rifle comes standard with two separate handles (lower and extended). The
extended profile makes for easier contact
and more-aggressive racking—particularly if
you’re wearing gloves.

"TRIGGER-NOMITRY"
A Geissele SSA 2-Stage Trigger sits inside an
oversized trigger guard and adds strength
to the DD5V2’s overall design. Because it’s
oversized, it’s much easier to slip a gloved
trigger finger in and out of the space.
The trigger is two-stage because, while a
single-stage trigger might be preferable
when rattling off a lot of shots at closer
range, this gun was, first and foremost,
designed for distance. It’s a “designated
marksman rifle” (DMR), remember? So,
controlling the trigger is crucial if you’re
trying to hit something eight or 10 football
fields away. It has a smooth, 2.5-pound
takeup followed by a crisp, 2-pound release,
providing a snappy, clean break that makes
you feel good about your shot before you
hear the bang or ringing of steel.

OTHER TOUCHES

at any point, the weight of any attached
accessories or pressure from attached slings
do not interfere with barrel harmonics.

A BETTER BOLT
CARRIER ASSEMBLY
Daniel Defense redesigned the geometry of the bolt carrier group, made the
cam pin larger and improved the cam
pin path in the carrier to ensure smooth,
reliable feeding. The bolt is machined
from extra-hard 9310 VIM-VAR steel and
is covered with a proprietary low-friction,
corrosion-resistant coating for added
protection and smooth operation. It also
makes the whole thing much easier to
clean (which I fortunately never had to:
The Daniel Defense crew took full care of
maintaining the weapons). The front of
the bolt features twin ejectors for better
feeding and extraction. In addition, a bigger, stronger spring than found in a typical
AR-10 is used to power the extractor.
The ambidextrous charging handle doesn’t
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To ensure smooth,
reliable feeding.
Daniel Defense
redesigned the
geometry of the
bolt carrier group,
made the cam
pin larger and improved the cam pin
path in the carrier.
Here, Gene Harley
gets a little upclose-and-personal
time with the rifle.

It’s worth mentioning that all the controls
on the lower receiver are fully ambidextrous, including the safety selector, bolt
release, magazine catch and charging
handle. In fact, the only thing on the rifle
that’s unambidextrous is the bolt holdopen device.
The magazine well is flared for ease
in changing mags. The rifle comes
standard with Magpul PMAG 20 -round
magazines, because Daniel Defense currently only makes branded magazines
for 5.56 and .300 Blackout rounds. But
I’m guessing 7.62-round mags are coming in the not-so-distant future, along
with a sexy and impressive rifle.
Finally, for those of you who want to
sling this bad boy, the lower receiver has
a rear QD attachment point. Alternatively,
it can use the attachment point found
inside the weapon’s QD receiver point.

LETTING IT EAT
The only reason I was getting any time
behind the new DD5V2 was because I,
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That said, I personally shot at least 600
rounds that day—by far the most .308 I’ve
ever launched at one sitting (this explains
the purple bruises on and around my
shoulder. I know, I know.) After 600 rounds,
with at least half of them fired from the
prone position, my weak, tiny blood vessels
eventually capitulated and broke.
Every DD5 (both V1s and V2s were made
available) was equipped with a 2016 Nightforce ATACR 4-16x50 scope and an Atlas PSR
bipod by B&T Industries. Nightforce Marketing
Project Manager Sean Murphy was personally there at the event to help us dial in our
scopes as we took aim at steel targets farther
and farther downrange.
Admittedly, I was the worst shot out there
that day. But despite possessing the least
amount of shooting skills and experience,
particularly on a .308, I was consistently
ringing steel out to 400 yards in the prone
position with ease. The smooth trigger
break, excellent ergonomics and easy
handling of the DD5V2—along with the
high-quality RUAG ammo, rock-steady Atlas
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While some of the other writers and
instructors participated in a timed shooting
competition on one side of the range, I
nestled in behind a DD5V2 on the other
side of a bench and committed to ringing
some steel out past 600 yards. Trijicon
Regional Sales Manager Dustin Garwood
tagged along as my spotter. He patiently
walked me out to various targets, starting
at 100 yards. With his spotting help and the
Nightforce scope settings at distances out
to 800 yards (provided by Sean Murphy), I
was able to shoot out to 500 yards without
a miss. And then the fun started.
After I missed at 600 yards, Dustin Garwood
had me hold just a bit right to compensate
for the wind, which had picked up. His
advice earned me a direct hit right in the
middle of the silhouette target’s chest. I
got the same advice at 700 yards, with the

“This hybrid flash
hider/muzzle brake is
designed to provide
the best of both
worlds by
reducing both
muzzle
rise and
flash.”

along with a half-dozen other writers—was
part of a Daniel Defense promotional event
staged for writers, so this was not a typical
rifle evaluation where it was just me, the
rifle, a box of ammo and the luxury of
checking my groups at the range. It was a
nonstop blast fest for writers to get behind
a rifle and shoot, shoot, shoot until any
thoughts of firing another round were
superseded by lunch.
The ammo—Swiss P .308 Match
175-grain BTHP—was graciously donated
by RUAG (more than 3,600 rounds), and
we didn’t have to load a single magazine all day, because, as previously
mentioned, several volunteers continuously reloaded them. The writers never
had to wait more than a minute or two
to get right back on the firing line. Conditions were not lab like or scientific for
a rifle evaluation.

bipod and a $2,400 Nightforce scope—
made staying on target out to 400 yards a
breeze. But this rifle was designed to shoot
a lot farther out than that, so it was time
to get serious.

The rifle features a
Daniel Defense Superior Suppression
device, which offers
excellent reduction
in muzzle signature.
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same result. I then fired at the 800-yard
steel silhouette and immediately heard my
spotter cackle before telling me I was just
to the left of an 800-yard headshot (yes, I
was actually aiming at its head).
I held just right and slowly squeezed the
Geissele SSA 2-Stage Trigger until it broke
cleanly. The DD5V2 barked.
“You just hit it right in the head!” Dustin
screamed. “Try it again,” he said, cackling.
I did it again and got the same result,
earning me an even bigger cackle from my
spotter. I believe he was prouder of me than I
was of myself. I knew it was the rifle, not me
or my mad sniper skills. It was the rifle.
When I told the Daniel Defense folks about
my shooting prowess that day, they were
not the least bit surprised; they knew exactly what their rifle could do. "It was the
efforts of the rifle, not us." Surprise! This
was why we writers were there in the first
place: to let others know.
Well, now you know, too.
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